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We aren’t designers. We are regular guys 
who had a problem – clothing that seemed 

meant for the exclusive. We wanted “normal 
shirts”– something versatile and durable, 

with a  rugged aesthetic and elevated style. 
We  wanted to be comfortable in the city, the 

country, and everywhere in between. So we 
moved into our parents’ basement to start 

this polite (so far) rebellion against pretense.
 

Being anchored in the Midwest, where you 
are never more than twenty minutes from 

your next adventure, helps us grow our 
collection to keep up with everything you 

want to do in our normal clothes. And with 
more people joining us, we are feeling like 

normal is a thing again. But in case we ever 
lose our confidence, there’s a kickass bear to 

remind us that we have the wisdom and 
courage of a bear within. 

 
Brothers,

Jimmy, Conrad, and Lan



PUREMESO BUTTON DOWN
For our guys who wish they could dress 
Puremeso up just a little bit more than 

usual... your wish has been granted.

in navy

in charcoal



PUREMESO OVERSHIRT
puremeso overshirt navy

in grey



in red

in charcoal

in navy

PUREMESO RAGLAN HENLEY
When we started the company in our 
parents’ basement, we had one shirt:
the Puremeso Henley.

in stone



PUREMESO RETRO HENLEY

in stone/wine sleeves

in stone/navy sleeves

in heathered grey/mineral 
blue sleeves

in heathered grey/green sleeves



CHAMOIS WOVEN

in wine

in green

in rust

in navy

in stone



TWISTED YARN BUTTON UP SHIRT
twisted yarn button up shirt in red

in blue



in red in mineral blue

in charcoal in wine

in navy in Green

PUREMESO QUARTER ZIP

We brought back another fall favorite in all 
new colors and details.

in stone



in rust in mineral blue

in stone in wine

in navy in Green

PUREMESO HOODIE

This fall favorite sold out in less than a month last 
year. They’re back and better than ever.

in charcoal



PUREMESO RETRO HOODIE
puremeso retro hoodie in navy

in rust



PUREMESO CREW PULLOVER

in wine

in mineral blue

in green



LINCOLN FLEECE JACKET

in brown

in grey



LINCOLN FLEECE VEST

This easy-going heathered polyester vest 
has been something we’ve been working 

on for a few years. The double pockets and 
metal accents give the vest some style, but 

we really think you will love how you can 
wear this literally anywhere.

in brown

in navy

in grey



DANO HOODED ATHLETIC VEST
This Puremeso-lined hoodie is the perfect Saturday bummin’ vest. Take it to 

the gym, the park, or out at night for a functional, stylish look.

dano hooded athletic vest brown

in navy



WAFFLE KNIT QUARTER ZIP
waffle knit quarter zip grey

in charcoal



in grey

in charcoal

ROLL NECK POCKET CREW 

in green



JIMMY SWEATER CREW
jimmy sweater crew navy

in khaki



PUREMESO POCKET POLO

We brought back another fall favorite in all 
new colors and details.

in stone

in navy

in green



top side leather backpack navy

senior travel bag tan

garrett weekend bag brown

top side leather backpack tan

senior travel bag forest green

garrett weekend bag tan

normal dopp kit
normal wallet

BAGS FOR ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS

We travel often and needed the right kind of 
baggage, so we made some. Canvas with leather 

accents, these bags are durable enough for a 
hunt, yet fashionable for an airport.



HATS COLLECTION
This collection of hats will have more of 
our classic fits and styles, along with some 
newcomers. We wanted to bring you new style 
options for this spring, while also giving you more 
options of some classics you guys have loved.

top row: leather patch trucker cap (grey), 
Women’s pom beanie (white), knit beanie (Grey), 
knit beanie (forest green), Women’s pom beanie 
(grey)

second row: circle patch performance cap 
(green), hunt club trucker cap (green), 
University bear cap (navy), waxed activewear 
cap (grey), tackle club cap (mineral blue)

third row: normal script trucker cap (black), 
knit beanie (rust), leather square cap (grey), 
script patch trucker cap (navy), hunt Club 
trucker cap (yellow), waxed activewear cap 
(brown)

fourth row: duck leather cap (olive), knit 
beanie (heathered navy), the original cap 
(navy), normal oval cap (khaki), dano trucker 
cap (grey), tackle club cap (grey), leather 
square cap (navy)

fifth row: duck leather cap (brown), leather 
patch trucker cap (green), Leather Patch 
Trucker cap (navy), Waxed Canvas Cap (brown), 
waxed canvas cap (green), circle patch 
performance cap (Black), dano trucker cap 
(navy)



QUILTED SHERPA LINED SHACKET
quilted sherpa lined shacket $62

in navy

in mineral blue

in charcoal

in charcoal

PERFORMANCE HALF-ZIP HOODIE
performance half-zip hoodie $52


